
From Shaw Jeremy CPC
Sent Tuesday April 03 2018 634 PM
To Kearstin Dischinger Lesk Emily ECN
Subject RE EE process slide

lhearyou

Yes they are done first but I just don't know if there's an official we're done moment before the administrative DEIR

And if there is I don't know if wade is comfortable sharing when that would be since he probably has no idea But let

me ask and get back to you on that

JEREMY SHAW
I

Senior Planner
I

SF PLANNING 1415 5759135

From Kearstin Dischinger mai Ito kdisch i ncier a bridclehousi nacom
Sent Tuesday April 03 2018 6 25 PIVI

To Shaw 3eremy CPQ Lesk Emily ECN
Subject RE EE process slide

Thanks one question

In your slide I would remove 4 since it seems like promising something that we can't guarantee And there's no

formal deadline or guideline for issuing finishing those technical analyses

I was under the impression the technical studies are always done before the first internal DEIR and then there are

several drafts between the first and the first public DEIR So maybe you are saying to push it out closer to the draft

EIR I think we are just trying to give the public a sense of the cadence of the work and we definitely don't want to

over promise

Thanks K

Kearstin Dischinger I Project Manager and Policy Planner

BRIDGE Housing 1
4153213515

From Shaw Jeremy CPC mailto ieremyshaw sfgov org

Sent Tuesday April 3 2018 618 PM

To Kearstin Dischinger Lesk Emily ECN
Subject RE EE process slide

Hi Kearstin

Thanks for checking in on this

The public scoping meeting will be a couple weeks after the notice of preparation which can only be issued when the

project description is finalized summer is probably the best bet for the scoping meeting

In your slide I would remove 4 since it seems like promising something that we can't guarantee And there's no

formal deadline or guideline for issuing finishing those technical analyses
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I am attaching some draft slides that we never ended up using but feel free to use for reference or repackage The dates

that you see in these slides are as specific as EP is comfortable with saying at this time

Gimme a call tomorrow if you want to discuss more

i

JEREMY SHAW
I

Senior Planner
I

SF PLANNING 1415 5759135

From Kearstin Dischinger mai Ito kdisch i naer a bridclehousi nacom
Sent Tuesday April 03 2018 1042 AM
To Shaw 3eremy CPQ Lesk Emily ECN
Subject EE process slide

Hi Jeremy

We've put this draft slide together for the CAC We want to make sure we have it right Can you please review Where

should we put the public scoping meeting Also we think Planning has presented a few slides on this can you share

those with us as well

Kearstin Dischinger I Project Manager and Policy Planner

BRIDGE Housing 1
4153213515
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